






















































































TM-1 Tenonmaker & 
KM-1 Kerfmaker 
Since ancient times, the mortise and tenon joint has been one of the 
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TM-1 Tenonmaker

The TM-1 consists with one block, two sliders and two locking 

　

between orange slider and block.

　

of the block and the dark slider into the tenon.

　Cutting

Three steps for tenon making
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KM-1 Kerfmaker
The KM-1 consists of one block, two sliders and two locking knobs. 

　

orange sliders and blocks.

　

　Cutting
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TM-1 :  ： 105 * 38 * 13mm
： 0.085kg

KM-1 :  ： 81*31*13mm
： 0.055kg

TM-1

KM-1

 

6000101

Tenon Maker

Kerf Maker 



Mini Block Plane
HP-8

-
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The HP-8, machined from a solid aluminum 
billet, is durable and rust resistant.

Milled from aluminum billet
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with a feed adjustment knob, which makes the settings 
Length * width * height：

：
：

Precise blade adjustment system
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HP-8

 

803399 Mini Block Plane 



The Mini Miter Square has an adjustable sliding foot, which 
is connected to the base with 3 magnets and can be set for 

edges of the stock using the foot.  

Mini Miter Square
MMS-1

and is just the tool for squaring the inside of boxes 

Small size and easy to carry

Finely ground and anodized aircraft 
grade aluminum alloy

Adjustable sliding foot makes 
measuring easy  
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The measuring clearance is less than 0.03mm.

：
：0.016kg

Accuracy

MMS-1

 

6000301 Mini Mitre Square 



Dual Angle Block Plane

will meet the needs of the most demanding users.
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· blade locking mechanism in unlocking status · blade locking mechanism in locking status

-

diamond.

The Four Linkage Mechanism for Blade Tension
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Harmonious Designs
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One Blade for Two Functions
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Depth of Cut Precise to 0.01mm Increment

lead screw shifting backward.

Minimize the Backlash



Becoming a Thickness Plane 
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1.

1.

-

-

Dual Faces Fence
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Blade Tension
Mechanism

Mechanism

Blade

6001101

Sole length

Sole width

：

：

：inner box

：external carton

164 mm

35 mm

4.5 mm

31 mm

589 g 1.30 lbs



Dual Angle Bench Plane
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More Hand Friendly



The guard attaches to the iron with rare earth magnets. 

designed to be used for quick cross grain flattening of 

Dual ground irons
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· blade locking mechanism in unlocking status· blade locking mechanism in locking status

minute increments.

Unique blade locking mechanism
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Adjustable mouth
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Ability to Add Depth Skids



and 60 Degrees. 

Twelve degree bed



Mechanism

Blade

Blade Tension
Mechanism
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6001199

Sole length

Sole width

：inner box

：external carton

304 mm

51 mm 

45 mm



Scratch Awls
Scratch awls are one of the most useful tools in a 
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SA-1v2 Scratch Awl

aluminum handle.

SA-2v2 Scratch Awl

aluminum handle.

SA-3v2 Bent Tip Scratch Awl
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The Universal Gauge
UG-1
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· Laser etched 45-degree quadrant

· Marking gauge

· Metric Centering rule

· Magnetic Base 



· metric left

153 mm

100 mm

16 mm

10 mm

0.5 mm

6”

3”

3”

0.5 mm
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· metric right



Honing Guide
HG-4

and chisels.
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· T-Square for blade squareness

-



6000399

Maximum lron Thickness 

、 、 、

0.81 lbs

、 、 、

63 mm

0.369 kg



Kerf Maker

without measurement or mathematics.



· The KM-2 Kerfmaker is made of anodized aluminum and stainless steel.

· The KM-2 Kerfmaker will allow you to make cross laps and other joints with 

stock up to 100mm (4 inches) in width.

· 

the KM-2 in place so you do not need to by hand. The magnets also allow you to 

stick the KM-2 and the stop, directly to your saw.

· The KM-2 can be used with this stop either in the vertical or horizontal 

position.

· The KM-2 closed is 7-1/8” (181.5mm) in length, 1-3/4” (44.5mm) tall and 

(5/8”) 16mm thick and gauges stock width up to 4” (101.5mm) with a maximum 

kerf of 1-1/16" (27 mm).



6000105

4" 

0.99 lbs

181.5 x 16 x 44.5 mm

180 x 16 x 44.5 mm

101.5 mm

0.45

0.8



Headquarter

Harvey Industries Co.,Ltd.

Tel 86-

US Operations
Bridge City Tool Works 
Harvey Industries International DBA Harvey Industries 

c


